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Abstract
In this paper we present results from studies of cohesion in extraction based summaries. Cohesion is measured automatically
through the amount of co-references in the text and how intact the text is after summarization. Four different ways of creating
100 word summaries are studied. The texts come from the DUC 2002 corpus of news paper texts. One interesting result is that a
summary produced by a traditional vector space based summarizer is not less cohesive than a summary created by taking the most
important sentences from the summarizer and the sentence before (at the same time removing the least important sentences), nor
has the latter a lower content quality.

1.

Introduction

An extraction based summary is created, by one way or
the other, extracting the most important sentences from the
original text. Cohesion and discourse relations play a vital
role in understanding summaries (Louis et al., 2010). The
goal is, of course, to create summaries that are readable in
that they maintain cohesion while still maintaining a high
coverage of content. Previous results have, however, shown
that broken or erroneous anaphoric references is a problem
in extraction based summarizers (Hassel, 2000; Kaspersson
et al., 2012), as they are breaking the cohesion of the summarized text and in some cases even altering the meaning
of the text, making them hard for readers to understand.
Pitler et al. (2010) attempted to develop and validate
methods for automatic evaluation of linguistic quality in
text summarization. Several human judges assessed automatically created summaries with regards to five topics;
Grammaticality, Non-redundancy, Referential clarity, Focus and lastly Structure and Coherence. A set of indicators
of linguistic quality was developed which then were used
to rank summaries according to the five topics. Of these
indicators, Continuity-based indicators performed the best
in classifying summaries. Continuity-based indicators included Cohesive devices, coreference and cosine similarity.
Of the five topics, the topics of Referential clarity and
Structure/Coherence seems to be the most relevant when
dealing with extraction based single document summarization since 1) extraction based summarizers seldom have
problems with grammaticality (Over et al., 2007), 2) single
document summarizer is less likely to repeat information
for redundancy and 3) for the same reason as 2) regarding
Focus.
In this paper, we present results from studies on cohesion
and summary content quality by comparing summaries created using various extraction techniques.

2.

Method

In our experiments we created 100 word summaries of the
533 single document news paper texts from DUC 2002.
Four different types of techniques were used to create the
summaries:

100F IRST extract the first 100 words, as a baseline, as for
news texts the initial paragraphs normally includes the
most important part of a text (Nenkova, 2005).
E VERY 3 extract every third sentence,
C OG S UM use a vector space based extraction summarizer,
P REV S UM use the summarizer and include also the sentence before the highest scored sentences and remove
the lowest scored sentences, see Smith and Jönsson
(2011).
The summaries were tagged for coreference using the
Stanford CoreNLP package1 . For our investigations we
compare the summary to the original based on the following (for reference look at the short example text provided
below):
The summer says bye.
It has lasted rather long.
The autumn is nigh.
BROKEN if an anaphor has no antecedent (the first sentence in the example text has been removed).
INTACT if at least one antecedent to an anaphor is extracted (the last sentence in the example is removed).
PARTIAL if the anaphor is missing but the antecedent is
in the summary (the second sentence in the example
text has been removed).
REMOVED if a coreference chain is completely removed
in the summary (The first and second sentences are
removed).
Of these, BROKEN and INTACT are the most important
as they affect cohesion the most. We also measure summary
quality by gold standard comparisons using ROUGE-1.
The summarizer used in our investigations is a Random indexing based summarizer called C OG S UM (Smith
and Jönsson, 2011). The results however are valid for
other vector space based summarization approaches e.g.
HolSum (Hassel and Sjöbergh, 2007), Chatterjee and Mohan (2007) and Gong (2001).
1
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Table 1: Summary quality with regards to content coverage
Summary
E VERY 3
100F IRST
C OG S UM
P REV S UM

3.

Content
0.36558
0.45925
0.39942
0.38613

Results

30

Figure 1 depicts the results form our cohesion studies and
Table 1 shows how the different summarizers performed.
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Figure 1: Cohesion measures on the four different summarizers.
Considering Content, 100F IRST is significantly better
than all the other (p < .05). C OG S UM and P REV S UM are
significantly better than E VERY 3 (p < .05).
Comparing the cohesion there are a variety of significances, for instance, for broken references the 100F IRST
is significantly better than all the other (p < .001).

4.

Conclusion

As expected the first 100 words of a text gives the best summary both in terms of cohesion but also summary content.
This is true for short newspaper articles but probably not
for longer texts from other genres. C OG S UM, in its two
versions, produce better summaries than taking every third
sentence.
Taking the previous sentences in C OG S UM doesn’t affect
the content quality and only slightly increases cohesion.
This is interesting, as there is always a tradeoff between
the amount of new information to include in the summary
and the cohesion of the text. If some important sentences
are disregarded and instead sentences that improve cohesion are included there is a risk that the summary will be
less informative, but that was not the case in our studies
using news texts.
Using news texts has its limitations, as also pointed out
by Over et al. (2007), but this is where most current research is conducted, and is, thus, an interesting starting
point. Further experiments with other text types may show
that summarizers that consider cohesion give more readable
summaries without significantly losing content.
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